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1. INTRODUCTION
The BIRA product has been created as a vertical formwork system for circular wall
formworks.

The basic features of the system are:


Maximum permissible pressure:
 60 kN/m2 with TIE ROD Ø 15
 80 kN/m2 with TIE ROD Ø 20



Minimum inner radius of 2.2 m.



Metal sheet shuttering face suitable for bending.



Panels with only 2 anchorages at height.



Wide range of heights.



A single width for each model (inside, outside).



Simple locking



Panel joint with Clamp.



Compatible with ORMA modular formwork



Minimum number of accessories.



Safe assembly process.

HOISTING OF BIRA PANELS

OUTSIDEPANEL

INSIDEPANEL

2. SYSTEM COMPONENTS
NAME

WEIGHT
(kg)

1900170

ADJUSTABLE CLAMP

6.4

SCHEMA

174

ITEM
NUMBER

ZINCCOATED

FIXED CLAMP

2.9

144

1900894

1905142

FILLER CLAMP

138

ZINC-COATED

5.6

ZINC-COATED

1905501

OUTSIDE PANEL 3.05X2.25

655

1905509

INSIDE PANEL 3.05X2.2

640.3

OUTSIDE: YELLOW
INSIDE: BLACK

ITEM
NUMBER

NAME

WEIGHT
(kg)

1905001

OUTSIDE PANEL 3X2.25

629

1905009

INSIDE PANEL 3X2.2

615.15

SCHEMA

OUTSIDE: YELLOW
INSIDE: BLACK

1905503

OUTSIDE PANEL 2.4X2.25

569.6

1905511

INSIDE PANEL 2.4X2.2

556.5

OUTSIDE: YELLOW
INSIDE: BLACK

1905003

OUTSIDE PANEL 2X2.25

490

1905011

INSIDE PANEL 2X2.2

478

OUTSIDE: YELLOW
INSIDE: BLACK

ITEM
NUMBER

NAME

WEIGHT
(kg)

1905505

OUTSIDE PANEL 1.8X2.25

484.6

1905513

INSIDE PANEL 1.8X2.2

472.4

SCHEMA

OUTSIDE: YELLOW
INSIDE: BLACK

1905005

OUTSIDE PANEL 1.5X2.25

420

1905013

INSIDE PANEL 1.5X2.2

409

OUTSIDE: YELLOW
INSIDE: BLACK

1905507

OUTSIDE PANEL 1.2X2.25

295.9

1905515

INSIDE PANEL 1.2X2.2

289.3

OUTSIDE: YELLOW
INSIDE: BLACK

1905016

OUTSIDE PANEL 0.5X2.25

80

1905017

INSIDE PANEL 0.5X02.2

79
OUTSIDE: YELLOW
INSIDE: BLACK

ITEM
NUMBER

NAME

WEIGHT
(kg)

1905007

OUTSIDE PANEL 0.25X2.25

45.5

1905015

INSIDE PANEL 0.25X02.2

45

SCHEMA

OUTSIDE: YELLOW
INSIDE: BLACK

1905223

PUSH-PULL PROP
BETWEEN PANELS

4.6

Lmax =410
Lmin = 640

1900144

PUSH-PULL PROP SHOE

143

24

ZINC-COATED

4.3
O

21

243

BLACK-COATED

1900134

PUSH-PULL PROP 1.1-1.7

7.7

1900123

PUSH-PULL PROP 2.4-3.5

24.3

1908168

PUSH-PULL PROP 3.6-4.8

43.3
YELLOW-COATED

1900147

PUSH-PULL PROP 5-6

51.3

ITEM
NUMBER

NAME

WEIGHT
(kg)

1900207

STABILISER 6-10

99.5

SCHEMA

A

ZINC-COATED

BIRA BRACKET

1012

1915

1905136

13

YELLOW-COATED

CLIMBING BRACKET
ORMA

36.5

2250

1900386

1200

1325

CONE DW15/M24

1.01

125

1901083

CLIMBING RING NT15

O 76

BICHROMATE TREATED

0.8
BICHROMATE TREATED

O 40

1901080

O 70

BLACK-COATED

74

ITEM
NUMBER

9053013

NAME

HEXAG. BOLT M24x120
DIN931-10.9

WEIGHT
(kg)

SCHEMA

0.54
BLUED

WALER 0.45

5.1

1900193

WALER 0.9

10.6

1900445

WALER 1.55

18.6

1900448

WALER HOOK

1.4

25

100

1905191

BLACK-COATED
105

ZINC-

316

COATED

0230100

TIE ROD 15/1

1.67

0230120

TIE ROD 15/1.2

2.03

0230150

TIE ROD 15/1.5

2.53

0230200

TIE ROD 15/2

3.34

0230600

TIE ROD 15/6

10

0234100

TIE ROD 20/1

2.86

0234120

TIE ROD 20/1.2

3.43

0234150

TIE ROD 20/1.5

4.29

0234200

TIE ROD 20/2

5.72

0234600

TIE ROD 20/6

17.16

2250

METALLIC EASEL

52

602

1905141

YELLOW-COATED

ITEM
NUMBER

NAME

WEIGHT
(kg)

1905269

METAL FILLER 1.5x0.02

7.8

SCHEMA

METAL FILLER 1.5x0.03
1905249

19.3
METAL FILLER 1.5x0.04

1905245

METAL FILLER 1.5x0.1

20

METAL FILLER 2x0.02
1905280

27
METAL FILLER 2x0.03

1905266

10.3
METAL FILLER 2x0.04

1905243

25.5
METAL FILLER 2x0.1

1905239

26.5
METAL FILLER 3x0.02

1905272

45
METAL FILLER 3x0.03

1905263

15
METAL FILLER 3x0.04

1905235

38.5
METAL FILLER 3x0.1

1905230

40

1905277

52

YELLOW-COATED

ITEM
NUMBER

NAME

1905251
SHORT FILLER PEG

1905283

1900227

LONG FILLER PEG

BULKHEAD HOOK

WEIGHT
(kg)

SCHEMA

0.4

0.6

ZINC-COATED

0.91
350

ZINC-COATED

1861033

SHORT PIN 0.35

0.6

1861034

LONG PIN 0.55

0.8

1900265

UNIVERSAL PANEL BOLT

O 30

ZINC-COATED

0.6
300

ZINC-COATED

1900256

PLATE WASHER
NUT 15

1.24
BICHROMATE TREATED

HEXAGONAL NUT 15

0.22

50

7238001

ZINC-COATED

O 36

ITEM
NUMBER

NAME

WEIGHT
(kg)

SCHEMA

106

WING NUT 20

0.4

60

1905046

BICHROMATE TREATED

1905047

BASE PLATE D20

2.2
120

ZINC-COATED

1905160

PLATE WASHER

1.2

NUT 20
130

BICHROMATE TREATED

7230455

PLASTIC SLEEVE
22/25

0.3
CONSUMABLE

7230264

END CONE 22

0.006
CONSUMABLE

9371968

PLASTIC SLEEVE
32/36

0.4
CONSUMABLE

9371967

END CONE 32

26
120

O

0.03
CONSUMABLE

ITEM
NUMBER

7238047

NAME

PLASTIC SLEEVE
22/26

WEIGHT
(kg)

SCHEMA

0.4
CONSUMABLE

7238049

WATER STOP CAP 26

0.009
CONSUMABLE

7238050

PLUG 26

0.10

0230004

WATER-TIGHTNESS
ELEMENT DW15

O 65

CONSUMABLE

0.61
112

CONSUMABLE

9371966

ADAPTER
WATER STOP DW15
CONSUMABLE

1861799

PLUG 20

0.003
CONSUMABLE

1900159

PLUG 22

0.003
CONSUMABLE

1905820

BENDABLE MAGNETIC
BLOCK

3

155

105

2.1. INSIDE-OUTSIDE PANEL 3.05m / 3m

2.1.1 Shuttering steel ply face

The panels, made entirely of steel, cover the greatest

The 4 mm shuttering steel ply face is made of special

area of all panels in the range. The models used on the

high yield strength steel that allows bending to a

insides and outsides of the wall differ in width (Outside:

minimum inner radius of 2.2 m.

2.25m / Inside: 2.2m) and in the colour of the paint

The sheet has four holes in which to insert the TIE

(Outside: Yellow / Inside: Black).

RODS, two vertically and two horizontally.

2.1.2 BIRA Profile
ORMA-type profiles are welded to both ends of the
shuttering steel ply face; these guarantee that the
panels are firmly joined to the CLAMP.
The parts that serve to join the other components and
make up the tightening and bending straps are also
welded at two levels on the upper section.

The entire range of panels (except the 0.5 and 0.25high panels) are composed of the components

BIRA PROFILE

described below:
CENTRING BLOCKS

LIFTING HOOK

VERTICAL JOINT
WALER

2.1.3 Trapezoidal profile

BRACKET TIE
PUSH-PULL PROP FIXATION
SHUTTERING STEEL PLY FACE

Five trapezoidal profiles –whose main feature is their

BIRA PROFILE
TRAPEZOIDA L PROFILE
CENTRAL PUSH-PULL PROP

great inertia– are welded vertically onto the shuttering
steel ply face.

TRIANGULAR
GUSSETS

-

Both ends of the profile are closed by a metal cap to
avoid concrete falling inside.

LEVELLING SCREW JACK

TRAPEZOIDA L PROFILE
BIRA PROFILE

CENTRING BLOCKS

SHUTTERING STEEL PLY FACE
TRIANGULAR GUSSETS

WALER

CENTRAL PUSH-PULL PROP

TRAPEZOIDA L PROFILE

At the top and bottom are windows to allow the panels

2.1.6 Lifting hook

to be assembled at a height.
The parts that serve to join the other components and

Each panel has two parts welded laterally to two of the

make up the tightening and bending straps are also

trapezoidal profiles on the upper part that serve as an

welded at two levels on the upper section.

attachment point for lifting by crane.

2.1.4 Centering blocks
Metal wedge-shaped components whose function is to
facilitate the vertical alignment of panels. They are
welded at the upper and lower parts of the shuttering

LIFTING HOOK

steel ply face and also on upper part of the BIRA
profile.

2.1.7 Levelling jack
There are two levelling jacks welded at the bottom part
of the trapezoidal profiles that serve to seat the panel
on the ground.

CENTRING BLOCKS

2.1.5 Vertical joint
Each panel has two vertical joints fitted on both top
ends, consisting of plates welded to the sheet and a tie

LEVELLING JACK

rod with its corresponding hexagonal nut.
It serves to bring the panels together and make the
horizontal connection when tying panels at a height.

2.1.8 Triangular gussets
This is an intermediary part to be placed between the
trapezoidal

profiles

and

the

waler;

it

transmits

movement to generate the bend suitable to every need.
The joint between the components is made using pins
and cotter pins.
8 triangular gussets are fitted per panel.
VERTICAL JOINT

2.1.10 Locking system
This system serves to lock the relative movements that
may occur in the panel after bending; its function is to
maintain the curvature at all times.
This

immobilization

is

achieved

by

joining

the

trapezoidal profile and triangular gussets using an axis
and two nuts that secure it in position.
NUTS

TRAPEZOIDA L PROFILE

TRIANGULAR GUSSETS

2.1.9 BIRA walers

AXIS

These consist of two UPN hot rolled profiles attached to
the triangular gussets by pins and cotter pins. At the
bottom end they carry a screw-jack system - a mobile

TRIANGULAR
GUSSETS

LOCKING SYSTEM

nut that generates the curvature movement.
The drive is exerted manually on each nut using a 30

2.1.11 Push-pull prop fixation

mm across the flats spanner or a metal rod.
4 walers are fitted per panel, and there are therefore
four curvature drive points.

These are the connection points with push-pull prop
shoes which are on flat-plates welded on the bottom of
the walers and each panel will have 4 tie points.

MOBILE NUT

They have built-in pins and cotter pins.
UPN PROFILES

CURVING NUT

SCREW JACK

WALER

PUSH-PULL PROP
FIXATION

2.1.12 BIRA central push-pull prop

2.3. INSIDE-OUTSIDE PANEL 1.8m

Part which acts as a joint between the Walers on the

The structure of these panels is identical to the previous

central part of the panel. It is used in the curvature

PANELS.

process to ensure that the central part of the panel is

They have the same number of straps at a height

suitably bent.

where the bending components and the 4 TIE RODS of
the ties are found.

CENTRA L PUSH-PUL L PRO P

2.2. INSIDE-OUTSIDE PANEL 2.4m / 2m
2.4. INSIDE-OUTSIDE PANEL 1.5m
The structure of these panels is identical to the 3.05m
and 3m PANELS.

They contain the same structure. The only difference is

They have 2 straps at a height where the bending

that, being a smaller panel and having the same

components and the 4 TIE RODS of the ties are found.

number of walers, tie rods, etc., there is a belt that is
located closer to the shoe.

2.5. INSIDE-OUTSIDE PANEL 1.2m

2.7. INSIDE-OUTSIDE PANEL 0.25m

The structure of this type of panel is very similar to the
previous ones. The difference is that there is only one

As in the 0.5 panel, these panels are complementary

bending line and 2 TIE RODS for the ties.

and are located on the upper part of the formwork
system and have no bending system.

2.8. ADJUSTABLE CLAMP
Connecting and main waler element of the ORMA
system, also used with the BIRA system.
It is used for the longitudinal panel joint, ensuring watertightness between the panels.

2.6. INSIDE-OUTSIDE PANEL 0.5m

The clamp consists of three different parts: fix
component, mobile component and wedge.
The mobile component slides on the fix component until

These panels act as complementary height panels and

reaching the desired opening and the wedge is fixed in

have no bending system. They are curved by the effect

position with a hammer.

of the lower panels; therefore they are always fitted on

It can join wooden or steel fillers of up to 100mm,

the upper part of the formwork.

placed between two adjacent panels.

TENSION WORKING LOAD: 20 kN

MOBILE
COMPONENT
FIX
COMPONENT

WEDGE

It is made up of a fixed part and a mobile part activated

2.9. FIXED CLAMP

by a tie rod and fastened with a fixed plate nut.
The FIXED CLAMP is an ORMA system connecting
TIE ROD

element.
It is used for the longitudinal panel joint, ensuring water-

MOBILE PART

tightness between the panels.
This clamp can only be used to fully join panels at the
edge without any filler between them.

FIXED PLATE NUT

The clamp consists of three different parts: fixed part,
FIXED PART

mobile part and wedge.
The mobile part slides on the fixed body and the wedge
is fixed in position with a hammer. The wedge is used

2.11. PUSH-PULL PROP SHOE

to make an unintentional disengagement system.
This is the component used to anchor the PUSH-PULL
TENSION WORKING LOAD: 15 kN

PROPS to the floor.
It has two plates with holes in which the PUSH-PULL
PROPS are secured using pins, and a base plate is
welded to these two plates.
This part must be fixed to the footing using the Ø21mm
holes in the base plate in which the necessary anchors

WEDGE

are inserted.
PUSH-PULL
PROP HOUSING

2.10. FILLER CLAMP
Connecting element for BIRA which is used for
replacing the traditional ORMA clamp when there are
fillers of over 100mm.

ANCHORING
HOLES Ø 21

The filler clamp can reach up to 250 mm.
CODE
1900134

1900123

1908168

1900147

NAME
Push-pull
prop
1.1-1.7
Push-pull
prop
2.4-3.5
Push-pull
prop
3.6-4.8
Push-pull
prop
5-6

WEIGHT
(kg.)
7.7

2.12. PUSH-PULL PROPS
They are used in the assembly process to stabilise the
panels against wind loads and to plumb the erected

24.3

assemblies. They work under tensile and compression
loads.

43.3

These are formed by a tubular structure with nuts
welded to the right and left ends in which the respective

51.3

screw jacks are housed.
Depending on the height of the formwork, one or
another type of PUSH-PULL PROP or a combination of
them will be used

The push-pull props are fastened on one side to the

2.15. BIRA BRACKET

push-pull prop fixation on the bottom part of the panel
walers and on the other side to the PUSH-PULL PROP

It is used to build the platform from where the concrete

SHOE using cotter pins.

pouring or any other job will be executed over the
formwork.
It has fixing items for securing plank type handrails and

2.13. STABILISER 6-10

toeboards.
It is fitted on the parts in U shapes welded to the central

This has the same functions as the PUSH-PULL PROP;

trapezoidal profiles; the fastening is done by means of

that is, to stabilize the panels against wind and to plumb

pins and cotter pins attached to the bracket.

the high panel assemblies. They work under both

HANDRAIL FASTENER

tensile and compression loads.
As their name suggests, their extension ranges from 6
to 10 m.

TOEBOARD FASTENER

This is an adjustable prop composed of an outer and
inner tube that incorporates a base plate on its bottom
end to anchor it to the ground.

OUTER TUBE
TIE PINS

INNER TUBE

2.16. ORMA CLIMBING BRACKET
This is used to build walls that are not on ground level.
It is the element that supports the formwork panels

BASE PLATE

when it is necessary to build high walls in different

2.14. PUSH-PULL PROP BETWEEN PANELS

phases.

Push-pull prop that is placed in the vertical joints of the

BACK HANDRAILS

BIRA panel joint and it is necessary to ensure continuity
PUSH-PULL PROP POSITION

600

of the bend.

MOBILE SLIDING
ELEMENT

-

LOWER SUPPORT

Climbing is done using cones, climbing rings and bolts

2.19. ORMA WALER

that can be fitted to the TIE ROD positions.
It has a sliding element in the front part that permits the

This component is available in three different lengths:

BRACKET to be placed at the required height. It also

0.45 0.9 and 1.55 m, and its main function is to

enables the creation of safety handrails with planks,

increase lifting unit stiffness.

and it has components where PUSH-PULL PROPS can

It consists of two “U” profiles separated by rectangular

be placed to stabilise the formwork.

flat-plates.
It is joined to the panels by means of WALER HOOKS
through the windows on the vertical trapezoidal profiles.

2.17. CONE DW15/M24

They are also used for fastening bulkheads.
This element is used for climbing walls with the lost tie,

WALER 0.45
WALER 0.9

always together with the CLIMBING RING NT15 and

WALER 1.55

the HEXAGONAL BOLT M24x120 DIN931-10.9
This is a metallic part with two different kinds of internal
threads. Half has a M24 metric thread and the
remainder a Dywidag-type thread for D15mm rods.
For this purpose, it has a 36mm hexagonal head width
across flats used to extract the cone from the wall.
DYWIDAG THREAD Ø 15

2.20. WALER HOOK
This is used to fasten the WALERS to the panels.
M24 METRIC THREAD
HEXAGONAL HEAD

Two PEGS are used to fasten each WALER.
It comprises of a type of flap that is positioned over the
windows of the trapezoidal profiles and is tightened on

2.18. CLIMBING RING NT15

the WALER with an incorporated FIXED PLATE NUT.

Part on which the CLIMBING BRACKET rests
It is placed on the CONE DW15/M24 and fastened with
the HEXAGONAL BOLT M24X120 DIN931-10.9.
FIXED PLATE NUT

FLAP

2.21. TIE ROD

2.22. METALLIC EASEL

This is used to join two panels face-to-face and can

Element made up of two UPN hot rolled profiles with

bear the pressure applied by the concrete on the

several tightening pegs and supported by metal legs.

panels.

It acts as support for the wooden templates which will

There are TIE RODS of Ø 15mm and Ø20mm.

help achieve the required curvature, by placing it

They are inserted into the holes on the panel for this

between the profiles and fastening it by tightening the

purpose, with the inter-placement of a Plastic Sleeve

pegs

and are tied by means of the corresponding Nuts.

UPN
PROFILE

TIE ROD 15 SAFE WORKING LOAD:
90 kN
PEG

TIE ROD 20 SAFE WORKING LOAD:
160 kN

METALLIC LEG

There are several lengths available in order to cover the
different thicknesses of the walls to be formed.

CODE

NAME

WEIGHT
(kg.)

0230100

TIE ROD 15/1

1.44

0230120

TIE ROD 15/1.2

1.73

0230150

TIE ROD 15/1.5

2.16

0230200

TIE ROD 15/2

2.88

0230600

TIE ROD 15/6

8.64

0234100

TIE ROD 20/1

2.56

2.23. METAL FILLER
These are aluminium parts and therefore very light,
making it possible to fit the filler between panels using
them individually or jointly until reaching the required
dimensions.

The range of metal fillers is:
Width: 20 mm, 30 mm, 40 mm, 100 mm
Height: 3m., 2m., 1,5m.
They have lateral holes for fastening to the panels,
abutments to facilitate assembly and handling rings.

0234120

TIE ROD 20/1.2

3.07

0234150

TIE ROD 20/1.5

3.84

0234200

TIE ROD 20/2

5.72

0234600

TIE ROD 20/6

15.36

ABUTMENT

RING
LATERAL HOLE

2.24. LONG AND SHORT FILLER HOOK

CODE

NAME

WEIGH
T (kg.)

They are used to tie the metal fillers to the BIRA panel
through the lateral holes by means of the HEXAGONAL

1861033

NUT 15.

SHORT PIN
0.35

0.6

The long filler peg is used for fillers of over 10 cm..
1861034

LONG PIN
0.55

0.8

2.27. UNIVERSAL PANEL BOLT
This serves to make the wall fillers with the WALERS.

2.25. BULKHEAD HOOK

It is a threaded part with a round head, and it has a flat
area with a large diameter to minimise the gaps inside

It is used with the WALERS and the PLATE WASHER

the hole where the part will be housed.

NUT 15 when making wall fillers. It can be hooked over

The PLATE WASHER NUT 15 is always used as a

the panel profile with the possibility of placing it in

tying part.

multiple positions.

HEAD

TIE ROD Ø 15

HOOK ON PROFILE

FLAT AREA
TIE ROD

TENSION WORKING LOAD: 15 kN

2.28. PLATE WASHER NUT 15
This component is formed by a 120x100mm “bell

2.26. LONG AND SHORT PIN

shaped” plate and free wing nut with unintentional
disengagement system which allows the use of any Ø

These are Ø15 mm steel threaded rods that are used
as auxiliary connecting elements with the HEXAGONAL
NUT 15 or PLATE WASHER NUT 15.

15mm TIE RODS or COTTER PINS.
PERMISSIBLE WORKING LOAD
PLATE WASHER NUT 15: 90 kN

2.31. BASE PLATE D20

WING NUT

The BASE PLATE D20 and WING NUT 20 form the

O 26

tying-joint set corresponding to the 20 mm TIE RODS.

BELL SHAPED PLATE

2.32. PLATE WASHER NUT 20

2.29. HEXAGONAL NUT 15
This 30 mm (from one face to the opposite face) fixing
component is 50 mm long, and accepts any Ø 15mm

This consists of a Ø 130-mm “bell shaped” plate and a
free wing nut with unintentional disengagement system,
and it can be used with any Ø 20-mm TIE ROD.

TIE ROD or COTTER PIN.

50

PERMISSIBLE WORKING LOAD
PLATE WASHER NUT 20: 160kN
WING NUT
O 36

PERMISSIBLE WORKING LOAD
HEXAGONAL NUT 15: 90 kN

2.30. WING NUT 20
BELL SHAPED PLATE

This fixing component is a nut with wings and can be

2.33. PLASTIC SLEEVE 22/25

used with any Ø 20mm TIE ROD.
It is always used in combination with BASE PLATE

This element is a plastic tube used to sleeve TIE RODS

D20.

15, so they can be easily recovered after the concrete
PERMISSIBLE WORKING LOAD
WING NUT 20: 160 kN

has set.
It is used to maintain the thickness of the element to be
formed by cutting it to the appropriate size. It remains

106

60

within the concrete.

2.34. END CONE 22

This element is a plastic tube used to sleeve TIE RODS
15. It is used together with WATER STOP CAP 26 to

Plastic cone or funnel-shaped element which acts as a

solve water-tightness in walls.

stopend when placed on either side of the PLASTIC
SLEEVE 22/25. It can be easily extracted and reused.

2.38. WATER STOP CAP 26
This plastic part is manufactured with a series of

2.35. PLASTIC SLEEVE 32/36

cylindrical rings to prevent liquids from leaking through
the wall. The element works together with PLASTIC

This element is a plastic tube used to sleeve TIE RODS
20, so they can be easily recovered after the concrete
has set.

PLUG 26 and PLASTIC SLEEVE 22/26 to assure the
water-tightness of the holes left by the TIE RODS used
for securing the formwork.

It is used to maintain the thickness of the element to be
formed by cutting it to the appropriate size.
It remains within the concrete.

RINGS
2.39. PLUG 26
2.36. END CONE 32
Plastic cone-shaped element which acts as a stopend
when placed on either side of the PLASTIC SLEEVE
32/36.
It can be easily extracted and reused.

2.37. PLASTIC SLEEVE 22/26

This is part of the wall water tightness solution, used to
plug the WATER STOP CAP 26 once the wall has been
stripped.

2.40. WATER STOP CAP DW15

2.42. PLUG 20

This cast iron part is placed in the centre of the wall and

These are used to plug the holes not used for inserting

connected on both sides with formwork TIE RODS. Its

UNIVERSAL PANEL BOLTS in the UNIVERSAL

function is to provide a barrier to prevent the

PANEL sliding elements.

penetration of liquids to the inside of the finished wall.

After stripping the panels, this plastic element is used to
plug the holes in END CONES 22.

TIE ROD
CONNECTION

2.43. PLUG 22
After stripping the wall and removing the END CONE
22, it is used to plug the holes in the PLASTIC SLEEVE

TIE ROD
CONNECTION

22/25.

2.41. WATER STOP ADAPTER DW15
This plastic part is always used together with the
WATER STOP CAP DW15, and it facilitates its

2.44. BENDABLE MAGNETIC BLOCK

connection with the standard PLASTIC SLEEVE 22 /
25, which protects the TIE RODS of the formwork.

This is a plastic coated part with magnetized strips that
stick to the sheet metal. Its function is to support the

PLASTIC SLEEVE
CONNECTION

WATER STOP
CAP CONNECTION

detachable wooden inserts placed in the opening
attaching these with tacks to the plastic coated areas

3. SOLUTIONS
Gang forming solutions and solutions for different wall construction cases are presented
below:


Panel assemblies



Circular tank by stages



Connections between stages



Whole circular tank.



Wall fillers



Water-tightness



Climbing



Single-sided formwork

3.1. PANEL ASSEMBLIES
It should be noted in this section that when we speak
about panel assemblies, we always refer to the vertical
connection between panels. This is because the
assembly is made using independent gangs so that the
longitudinal joint between them is formed at the point of
installation.
With the modulation provided by the BIRA formwork,
formwork heights of 1.50 m can be obtained in 25 cm
stages.

As a general rule we have:


The 0.5 m and 0.25 m panels act as height
supplements and are always placed on the
upper part of the formwork assemblies.



Because the small panels have no bending
system, they must be joined to the lower panel
as firmly as possible, because the bend must be
achieved through the effect of the lower panels.



The combination of the remaining range of
panels (1.5m, 2m and 3m) will always be
performed by fitting the panel with the lesser

The 0.5 m and 0.25 m panels are attached to their

height on the bottom part.

lower panels by 5 0.90 WALERS.

Knowing that the pressure in walls is always
greater at their base and, in this case, these
panels have the same number of TIE RODS, 4
total, the panels with less surface area can bear
more weight and therefore are placed at the
bottom part of the wall.


The 1.5, 2 and 3 panels are tied together with 3
x 0.90 WALERS.

The position of the panels forming the assembly in
height is shown below.

3.2. CIRCULAR TANK BY STAGES
Any projects which need large amounts of material are
generally carried out in stages.
It must be taken into account that when the widths of the
panels are of a certain measurement, so will its length of
arch when curved, this means that when they are placed
face to face there is a difference of dimensions between
its lengths.
Depending on the radius and thickness of the wall to be
formed, this difference will be on the outermost part or
on the inner part of the wall and must be compensated
for by placing fillers on all the panel joints on the
corresponding side.

OUTSIDE PANEL

3.3. CONNECTIONS BETWEEN STAGES

MISMATCH

MISMATCH

The joining wall forming stages can be performed as
follows:

3.3.1 Dismantled panel

INSIDE PANEL

Each stage of the wall is performed with the available
panels, dismantling all the panels of the previous stage.
Within the wide range of combinations between the
thickness and the radius of the wall to be formed, it may
occur that there are no difference and therefore there is
no need to place fillers and in these cases the panels
are assembled edge to edge.
The following table serves as a reference:
SHEET CIRCULAR FORMWORK 2200-2250

O
U
T
S
I
D
E
F
I
L
L
E
R
(m m )

I
N
S
I
D
E
F
.
(m m )

3.3.2 Leaving the joining panel
Each stage of the wall is performed leaving the last
panel of the previous stage in their assembled position.

OUTSIDE FILLER

INSIDE FILLER

3.4. WHOLE CIRCULAR TANK
In tanks where it is necessary to form the wall in a single

Filler details

stage due to either their small radius or due to
requirements of lack of joints, the distribution of the filler

3.5. WALL FILLERS

between panels will generally be done on both faces
(inside and outside) of the wall.

Wall filler or bulkhead solutions can be carried out using

To calculate the formwork and therefore the number of

WALERS. Depending on the tie components used, these

panels to be placed in the complete circle of the tank,

will be:

one must first calculate the total perimeter of the tank,
which is logically rarely a multiple of the length of the

3.5.1

With bulkhead hook

panels and there is therefore always an opening to be
covered between these panels in order to close the

The WALERS are fastened to the panels using

circle. This measurement is normally distributed between

BULKHEAD HOOKS and PLATE WASHER NUT 15

all the panel joints, thereby becoming another filler.

fastened on the outside frame profile.
The 0.90 WALER will be used for wall thickness of 50cm
and the 1.55 WALER for greater thicknesses.

3.5.2 With universal panel bolt
The WALERS are fastened to the panels by inserting the
UNIVERSAL PANEL BOLT and the PLATE WASHER
NUT 15 through the panels' lateral holes.

UNIVERSAL
PANEL BOLT

WALER 0,90
PLATE WASHER
NUT15

PANEL TYPE

NUMBER OF
WALERS

PANEL HEIGHT 3
PANEL HEIGHT 2m
PANEL HEIGHT 1.5m

4
3
2

3.6. WATER-TIGHTNESS

3.6.2 Water stop system DW15

The two basic systems to solve the issue of the liquid

This element will withstand pressure equal to 70m water

water-tightness in the formed walls are presented below.

depth.

The WATER STOP CAP 15 is installed in the middle
of the wall together with the WATER STOP ADAPTER

3.6.1 Water stop cap system 26

DW15, which is used to connect the TIE RODS on both
This system will withstand a hydrostatic pressure equal

sides

to 10m height of water.

consumable items.

Its elements are installed at each end of the TIE RODS

These components will remain in the wall.

along

with

the

corresponding

standard

as shown in the diagram.
In tanks where the hydrostatic pressure is only exerted

CODE

NAME

0230004

Water stop cap DW15

on one face of the wall, it is sufficient to place the
WATER STOP CAP 26 only on that side, maintaining
the END CONE 22 on the other end.
Adapter
9371966

CODE

NAME

7238049

Water stop cap 26

7238047

Plastic Sleeve
7230455

22/25

Plastic sleeve 22/26
PVC tube 22/25

Plate Washer
Nut

7238050

water stop DW15

Water-tightness element
DW 15 (in section)

Plug 26
Water stop adapter DW 15

End Cone 22

Position of parts in
concrete pouring stage

Water stop adapter
DW 15

Water stop cap DW 15

Plate Washer
Nut

PVC tub e 22/26

Water stop adapter DW 15

Position of parts in
concrete pouring stage
Water stop cap 26
Water stop cap 26

Plug 26

PVC tub e 22/26
Position of parts after stripping

Tie rod 15

PVC tube 22/25

Position of parts after stripping

Filling with grout

3.7. CLIMBING
CLIMBING 3 M

The CLIMBING BRACKET is the main item used as
support for the formwork when it is necessary to climb
on both sides.
The climbing formwork slides vertically so the formwork
has no support on the ground. Because of this, it is
necessary to build a supporting platform for the
formwork at the required height. This platform is built
using the CLIMBING BRACKETS for support.
This bracket is only used to cover primary wall climbing

CONCRETE
POURING
STRIPPING

FORMWORK

needs on low walls (12-15m).

CLIMBING
BRACKET

When climbing on both sides with high levels of safety

The climbing system comprises the following phases:

requirements, or due to its height, other kinds of



Placement of the cones and the rods on the panel.

brackets must be used.

The cones are tied by inserting the TIE RODS

In this section we will just explain the climbing solution

through the holes of the panels using the CONE-

using the cone embedded in the concrete.

WALER CONNECTOR.

The CLIMBING BRACKETS are independent from the

The length of the connecting tie rod between the

panel gangs, each being lifted separately.

cones depends on the wall thickness and its value

It is recommended to place at least one CLIMBING

will be L = Thickness – 160mm; this will be lost at

BRACKET per panel.

the end of the process.
TIE ROD

3.7.1 Cone on tie rod
PANEL

The climbing components are placed over the position of
some of the formwork TIE RODS. This is usually on the

CONE-WALER
CONNEC TOR

CONE DW 15/M24

PANEL

WALL THICKNESS

panel’s upper tie hole and therefore, the anchoring
STAGE 1 - ON PANEL

system works as a tying element.
HEXAG. BOLT M24X120
DIN931-10.9

CLIMBING
RING NT 15

TIE ROD

CONE DW 15/M24

WALL THICKNESS

STAGE 2 - ON WALL

CLIMBING ON BOTH SIDES

CONE DW 15/M24
PLATE WASHER
NUT 15

TIE ROD

CONE-WALER
CONNECTOR



The BRACKETS are braced in pairs using TUBES
D48,

FIXED

COUPLERS

48

AND

SWIVEL

COUPLERS 48/48.

CONE DW 15/M24
BOLT M24

TIE ROD

D48 Tube

CLIMBING RING
NT 15

PLATEWASHER
NUT 15

e
ub
8T
D4

Climbing
bracket

D48 Tube
48/48 Right
angle coupler

Swivel coupler
48/48



The following components are used to make
platforms and wooden handrails:
- Platform planks: minimum of 20x5cm.
- Handrail planks: minimum of 15x3cm.




CLIMBING ON ONE SIDE
Once

the

formwork

has

been

stripped,

The first face of the panels is lifted and put in place,
placing the corresponding push-pull props.

the



The other side of the panels is put in place and

CLIMBING RING NT15 is inserted in the cones of

connected to the TIE RODS before the concrete

the wall and fastened with the HEXAGONAL BOLT

pouring.

M24X120


The BRACKETS are then placed on the CLIMBING
RINGS NT15.



The stripping process starts by removing the panels.
The CLIMBING RING NT15 is placed on the cones
and then the balanced panel gangs are lifted.

3.8. SINGLE-SIDED WALL FORMWORK
The BIRA panels can be used as a solution for singlesided wall formwork, but due to the special features of
this type of project, a specific solution is necessary. It is
recommended to use the available documentation for
these solutions.

4. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
4.1. CONCRETE PRESSURE
The pressure supported by the BIRA formwork panels is 80KN/m2

The calculation of the pressure on formwork panels is based on the German
Standard DIN 18218 for which the pressure diagram is provided below.

4.2. COMPONENTS WORKING LOAD
The following charts show us the permissible working loads of each part:

TABLE OF WORKING LOADS (TRACTION AND COMPRESSION) ORMA
TENSIONERS
PUSH-PULL PROP 1.1-1.7

PUSH-PULL PROP 2.4-3.5

L (m)

WORKING LOAD (Kp)

L (m)

WORKING LOAD (Kp)

1.1

3650

2.4

4800

1.3

3000

2.8

3200

1.5

2000

3.2

1950

1.7

1100

3.5

1370

PUSH-PULL PROP 3.6-4.8

PUSH-PULL PROP 5-6

L (m)

WORKING LOAD (Kp)

L (m)

WORKING LOAD (Kp)

3.6

3300

5

1660

4

2700

5.25

1450

4.4

2200

5.5

1300

4.8

1650

5.75

1200

6

1100

The load values for the STABILISER 6-10 are:

TABLE OF WORKING LOADS (TENSION AND COMPRESSION) 6-10
STABILISER
EXTENSION
(m)

6

6.5

7

7.5

8

8.5

9

9.5

10

LOAD (kg)

3400

3400

2900

2400

2000

1700

1400

1200

1000

Item number

Name

Figure

Working Load

1900894

Fixed Clamp

15 kN

1900170

Adjustable Clamp

20 kN

Tie Rod 15

90 kN

Tie Rod 20

160 kN

1900227

Bulkhead Hook

15kN

7238001

Hexagonal Nut 15

90 kN

1900256

Plate Washer
Nut 15

90 kN

1905160

Plate Washer
Nut 20

160 kN

1905046

Wing Nut 20

160 kN

0230004

Water Stop Cap
DW15

90kN

1905136

Bracket

150 kg/m2

Orma Waler

5.5 kNm

1900193
1900445


Do not weld or heat the tie rods.

4.3. ANCHORING SYSTEM
CODE

NAME

1861692

Excentric plate

The anchoring systems differ depending on the
type of rod that will be used as support for the
panels; BIRA formwork allows the use of:

4.3.1

7238001

15 mm anchorage.

Hexagonal
nut 15

Its basic element is the 15mm TIE ROD, and it is
composed of the following:
CODE

Once the panels have been stripped, the holes left
by the TIE RODS can be plugged as follows:

NAME


7230455

Place the PLUG 20 (Cod: 1861799) on the
END CONE 22.

Plastic sleeve 22/25



Remove END CONE 22 and fit PLUG 22
(Cod: 1900159) on the 22/25 PLASTIC

7230264

End Cone 22

According

SLEEVE that is lost in the wall.

4.3.2

Tie rod 15

to length

20 mm anchorage.

Its basic component is the 20mm TIE ROD, and it
1900256

Plate washer nut 15

is composed of:

CODE CODE CODE

Plastic sleeve 22/25

NAME

9371968

Plastic sleeve 32/36

9371967

End Cone 32

Plate washer nut 15

According
to length

Tie rod Ø 15

Tie rod 20

End cone 22

The tying component PLATE WASHER NUT 15
can always be replaced by the combination of the
EXCENTRIC PLATE + HEXAGONAL NUT 15.

1900256

Plate washer nut 20

Plastic sleeve 32/36

Plate washer nut 20

Tie rod Ø 20
End cone 32

In this system it will also be possible to replace the
PLATE WASHER NUT 20 for the combination of
BASE PLATE D20 + WING NUT 20.

CODE
1905047

1905046

NAME
Base plate
D20

Wing nut 20

5. ASSEMBLY, USE AND DISMANTLING
This section describes the steps in an ORMA gang assembly in detail, describing the
different system components that are used.

STEP

DESCRIPTION

Position the metallic easels in a previously levelled area.

1

Manufacture wooden templates (inside + outside) with
the desired radius and place them on the metallic easelsupports.

Then lay the BIRA outside panels down and rest them

2

on top of the wooden templates with the help of the
crane, using the hooks in the panels for hoisting and
transport.

Release the central push-pull props and free the locking
system by loosening the nuts.

3

Then bend them, using the 4 side turning-nuts to make
the sheet bend over the template.
After reaching the desired radius, reseat the central
push-pull props

SCHEMA

STEP

4

5

DESCRIPTION

Fix the locking system using the nuts.

Place the push-pull props and the push-pull prop shoes
on the panels, following the assembly drawing.

Lift the panels and move them to the final formwork
position.

6

Nobody may stand under the load and it may not be
accompanied by hand. If it needs guiding, auxiliary
means such as ropes previously fastened to the
assembly must be used

SCHEMA

STEP

7

DESCRIPTION

Tie the push-pull prop shoes to the ground using Hilti
HAS M20x125 blocks.

In the pre-assembly area, repeat the previous steps with
the inside BIRA panels.

8

Put the BIRA brackets in place following the assembly
drawing.

9

Lift the assembly and place it parallel to the stabilising
module.

SCHEMA

STEP

DESCRIPTION

Place the tie rods and washer nuts to join the panel
10

according to the assembly drawing.
Remove the slings from the crane hook using approved
auxiliary means.

Using appropriate auxiliary equipment, hoist the working

10

platform, fit the corner handrails (if not previously fitted,
when applicable) and pour the concrete.

SCHEMA

5.1. JOINING VERTICAL GANGS
This section describes the steps in a BIRA gang assembly in detail. These assemblies are always
assembled vertically by single panel width.

STEP

DESCRIPTION

Then the panels are brought together in such a way that the centring blocks, which are welded
to each sheet, fit together, thereby correctly aligning the panels.

PANEL 2

PANEL 1

WOODEN
PLANKS

CENTRING BLOCKS

2

3

Then the two vertical joints on each panel must be fastened. These comprise a tie rod and
hexagonal nut, thus closing the horizontal connection between the shuttering steel ply faces.

STEP

DESCRIPTION

PANEL 1

PANEL 2

VERTICAL JOINT

VERTICAL JOINT

Three 0.90 WALERS are fitted on three trapezoidal profiles using WALER HOOKS on the
windows of said profiles thus achieving a completely rigid assembly that is ready for handling
with the crane.
The joints at the upper part of the 0.25 and 0.50 panels is made with five 0.90 WALERS.

WALER 0.90

WALER HOOK

PANEL 1

PANEL 2

4
WALER 0.90

5.2. PANEL BENDING

STEP

DESCRIPTION

Place the METALLIC EASEL supports on a perfectly level surface.

1

Once levelled, it is recommended to fix them in place with planks, for example, so as not to
lose their initial linearity.
Two metallic easels are required for assemblies of up to 4.5m height and three units for
greater heights.

Manufacture wooden templates (inside + outside) with the desired radius and place them on
the METALLIC EASELS. As many templates should be made as METALLIC EASELS are
used.

2

3

The gangs that are on the wooden planks must be lifted horizontally and placed on the
templates.

STEP

DESCRIPTION

TEMPL ATE
BIRA ME TALLIC
EASEL

PLANK

Release the central push-pull props connecting the walers, freeing them and also release the
locking system by loosening the nuts using a 30 mm spanner across flats.

RELEASE LOCK S

CENTRA L
PUSH-PUL L PRO P

4

FREED LOCKING SYSTEM

STEP

DESCRIPTION

Then bend them, using the 4 side turning-nuts to make the sheet bend over the template.

5

Reassemble the central push-pull props which were released at the beginning and use them
to achieve the required adjusted curvature.
Fix the locking system using the nuts. Tightening should be such that ½ turn is given after
contact between washers-nuts and the sheet.

SECURE LOCKS

CENTRAL
PUSH-PULL PROP

6

ACTIVATED LOCKING SYSTEM

7

Position the bent panel directly in its pouring position.

5.3. LONGITUDINAL JOINT
FILLER = 100
PANEL A

PANEL B

Tying the panels together longitudinally is done using
through the CLAMP, acting on the lateral profiles of
each panel.
Generally, one clamp is fitted for every metre in
height.
The ADJUSTABLE CLAMP can be used up to fillers

FILLER = 250
PANEL A

PANEL B

of 10 cm between panels. For fillers between 10 and
25 cm it is replaced by the FILLER CLAMP following
the same use criteria.

FILLER CLAMP

5.4. PUSH-PULL PROPS-STABILISERS
PUSH-PULL PROPS and the STABILISER 6-10 are
used to position the panel gangs that make up
PANEL H = 3

formwork face.
These components enable the gang to be placed
vertically in the correct place. They also support
occasional force exerted during assembly.

PANEL H = 2

PANEL H = 1.5

Tie details

The PUSH-PULL PROPS are fastened to the ground

There are four different types of PUSH-PULL PROPS

using the PUSH-PULL PROP SHOE that must be

and they are used in combination, according the

secured to the ground using an anchorage in the

height of the formwork.

holes provided.

The common way to secure the first panel that is

The STABILISER 6-10 is also equipped with a plate

stood upright, is to secure it with both push-pull

for this purpose.

props; the second panel is supported with a push-pull

We recommend using Hilti HSA M20X125 anchors

prop and then alternately none and a support push-

(Ftensile = 23.8 kN), (Fshear force = 29.6 kN) for

pull prop.

concrete

without

fissures,

The

manufacturer’s

assembly installation instructions should be followed
at all times.
036
n.
mi
0
48
x.
ma

024
n.
mi

of the walers. That is, at four points on each panel as
well as the U-shaped parts welded to the trapezoidal
profiles
The PUSH-PULL PROPS directly penetrate these
points that are provided with bolts without the need to
use any intermediate joint head.

min. 110
max. 170

1900134 Push-pull prop
1.1-1.7
1900123 Push-pull prop
2.4-3.5

º
60
°±
5

60
°±
5

done using the welded flat-plates on the bottom part

0
35

º

x.
ma

Fitting the PUSH-PULL PROPS on the panels is

min. 110
max. 170

1900134 Push-pull prop
1.1-1.7
1900123 Push-pull prop
3.6-4.8

Push-pull prop 2.4-3.5
Push-pull prop 2.4-3.5

Push-pull prop 2.4-3.5

6
n.
mi

050
n.
mi

00
x.
ma

0
60
x.
ma

Push-pull prop 1.1-1.7

Push-pull prop 1.1-1.7

Push-pull prop 1.1-1.7

60
°±
5

60
°±
5

º

º

00
10
Push-pull prop 3.6-4.8

Push-pull prop 3.6-4.8

Push-pull prop 5-6

1:1

min. 240 - ma
x.

350

Push-pull prop 2.4-3.5

Push-pull prop 2.4-3.5

Push-pull prop 2.4-3.5

1900207 Stable. 6-10

Push-pull prop 5-6
Push-pull prop 5-6

Push-pull prop 1.1-1.7
Push-pull prop 1.1-1.7

Push-pull prop 1.1-1.7

Push-pull prop 2.4-3.5

Push-pull prop 2.4-3.5

Push-pull prop 2.4-3.5

Push-pull prop 2.4-3.5

Push-pull prop 1.1-1.7

Push-pull prop 5-6

Push-pull prop 5-6

Push-pull prop 1.1-1.7
Push-pull prop 1.1-1.7

Push-pull prop 2.4-3.5

Push-pull prop 2.4-3.5

5.5. PANEL LIFTING
Each panel has two rings that have been designed as
an auxiliary component for lifting single panels or
gangs with a crane.

GANCHO
IZADO
Lifting Ring
Each Lifting Hook is designed to bear a working load
of

2000kg,

taking

into

account

the

5.6. BIRA BRACKET

following

considerations:

The BRACKET, placed on the top part of the panels,
is used to provide support for the platform from which



2 lifting hooks must be used; they must be

concrete is poured or other works can be carried out

separated in such a way that the load is

on the formwork.

balanced.

As a general rule, one or two brackets, according to
the spacing, should be assembled on each panel to



A maximum of 3 panels in height.

ensure that the platforms are properly nailed.
The following elements must be used:


Handrail planks: minimum of 15x3cm.



Platform planks: minimum of 20x5cm.

The maximum deflection angle of the slings with

Bracket load-bearing capacity: 150 Kg/m2

regard to the vertical is 30°.

The working platform base must always be under the
maximum dimension of the panel.
Its assembly position is fixed on the in U-shaped
parts welded to the central trapezoidal profiles.
Therefore, there are two possible positions for each
panel.
The bracket tie uses pins and cotter pins attached to
the part.

POSITION 1
BIR A BRACKE T
POSITION 2

PINS AND
COTTER
PINS

UPPER Pin

LOWER PIN

5.6.1 Basic assembly
Place wooden planks until the working area is
covered, assuring that the 2 supports are correctly
nailed, thus ensuring that the boards cannot be
displaced.
Assemble upper and intermediate wood handrails
and toeboards on the safety handrail posts of the
working bracket. To make this handrail, wooden
planks fastened to the L-shaped rod of the bracket's
handrail post are used. The wooden plank of the
toeboard must rest on the working platform planks.
We recommend using knotless planks in good
condition.

5.7. FILLERS
The dimensions to be absorbed with the fillers vary
according to the radius and thickness of the wall to
be formed.
These fillers may be made of wood made in situ or
aluminium from the standard range.
In this last case, the individual use or the combination
of these components will mean that the necessary
dimensions are absorbed. The metal fillers are
always fastened to a BIRA panel using the lateral
holes, FILLER PEGS and the HEXAGONAL NUT 15.
For fillers of over 10 cm, the LONG FILLER PEG is
used as a tie member.
The tie holes in the FILLERS are of a different
diameters, enabling, on the one hand, for the peg
head to be inserted and butt against the other
housing. This allows the fillers to be fixed to one of
the

adjacent

panels

and

thus,

in

phased

constructions, they can be moved together without
releasing them.

FILLER = 2

HEXAGONAL
NUT 15

FILLER = 1
FILLER PEG

PANEL 1
PANEL 2

FILLER ASSEMBLY

6.1.1 Formwork

6. CONDITIONS OF USE
6.1. GENERAL CONDITIONS OF USE






Follow the instructions for the project

support the formwork panels to prevent

under construction at all times.

damage and to help keep the assembly

Follow

the

manufacturer’s

general

clean and tidy and to facilitate the

instructions at all times.

subsequent distribution of the panels to

Formwork shall be assembled and stripped

their installation points.

by

qualified

personnel,

who

are



supervised, overseen and managed by a

provided in accordance with the ground

power lines, power should be shut off while

and/or weather conditions.

recommended in the current applicable

been checked to ensure it is properly tied.


Formwork must not be carried out in winds

gang.


The working platforms should never be
overloaded. Only elements required for an

for handling and assembling the modules.

efficient work flow should be stacked on

The statutory auxiliary lifting device should

them.


Climbing on formwork is prohibited, except

should be checked before each use and

where it has been duly studied and the

discarded if found to be faulty.

appropriate protection systems for this

If,

due

to

conditions

of

the

work

environment, the crane operator cannot

purpose are used.


The panel joint clamps must be perfectly

see the whole trajectory over which the

wedged in order to guarantee that there

load is moved, the transport operations will

are no concrete laitance leakages through

be guided by a banksman, who will

the joints.

communicate with the crane operator


No semi-assembled gear can be left on the

The crane used must be powerful enough

be suitable for the loads to be lifted. They



A new gang must not be fitted at the
assembly point until the preceding one has

of above 60 Km/h, or in ice or snow.





take the necessary protective measures

standard.



Suitable levelling and stabilization must be

If the working area is close to high voltage

work is in progress. If this is not possible,



Gangs must be fitted and assembled
following safe working procedures.



competent person.


Frames will be placed and distributed to



The proper tightening of the plate tie nuts,

using predefined signals.

the correct positioning and tightening of

Under no circumstances must people

the tensioners and proper anchoring of the

remain beneath or in the path of elevated

push-pull prop shoe on the ground must be

loads.

checked.



The maximum hydrostatic pressures of the

6.1.3 Pouring concrete on site

formwork system must be respected (as
stated in the instructions).








If the concrete is not poured through a

The formwork surfaces must be checked

conduit, channel or any other accessory,

to ensure they are clean before concreting.

we recommend pouring it from as low a

The panels must be cleaned with a cloth or

height as possible; this must never exceed

brush after every use, using a release

2m. It is best if the concrete is poured as

agent primer.

close to the base as possible, without

In general, using nails or bolts is not

pouring directly against the formwork, at a

recommended.

single point.

Panels must always be stored after they



Concrete must be poured in uniform tiers

have been fitted for the last time on site.

or layers of between 30 and 45 cm in

The panels must be cleaned and stacked

thickness.

one on top of the other; they must be
separated

from

the

ground

by



level

During the pouring of the concrete the
formwork condition must be monitored and

supports and kept under cover.

pouring stopped if any incident occurs.


6.1.2 Release agent

Mortar must not be allowed to splash the
upper parts of the panels so as not to
create stained areas.



Use of a release agent is justified by its

special care must be taken to avoid hitting

adhering to the formwork, as well as its

the formwork and exceeding the load limit

capacity to increase the number of times

of the crane.





The

appropriate

compacting

system

The release agent plays an important role

should be used for the consistency and

in the quality of the concrete surface; it

workability

enables us to ensure that the concrete

recommended that it be suitable for using

surfaces are free of surface hollows and

a vibrator.

are uniform in colour.


If the concrete is poured from a bucket,

significant capacity to prevent the concrete

the panels can be used.






Poker

of

vibrators

the

are

concrete.

preferred

It

is

for

It must be applied uniformly and in thin

compacting concrete on site. External

layers. The application instructions and

vibration through the panels should only be

proper uses must be respected at all

used in those cases where pokers are not

times.

accessible or for parts that are moulded in

The surfaces of the panels to which

the workshop.

release agents are to be applied must be
cleaned scrupulously.



The poker vibrator must penetrate the
layer to a depth of between 10 and 15cm.



The poker vibrator should never come into

inspected to ensure there are no loose

contact with the formwork surface to

parts or anything liable to fall onto the

ensure that the calculated loads are not

working platforms.


exceeded.




top to bottom.

The vibrator must be inserted quickly,
keeping it immobile, vertical or slightly

Vertical components must be stripped from



Once the gang is stripped, it will be

tilted, for 10 or 30 seconds or until the mix

supported on the frames where it will then

flows back to the surface.

be cleaned and totally dismantled if no

The vibrator must be withdrawn slowly.

more concrete is going to be poured.


6.1.4

The material will be checked before each
pouring

Stripping and curing

begins

to

ensure

that

all

components are in suitable conditions.


Before starting the stripping process, the
concrete must have a minimum resistance

6.1.5 Personal and collective

to avoid losses of the concrete mass next

protective equipment

to the surface, since both the surface
appearance as well as the concrete


The curing time must be increased at low

protection equipment) must be used when

temperatures or in winds that may cause

working.


Personal protective equipment to be used

The stripping of the various components

includes, as a minimum: hard hat, safety

on site must be done, keeping the same

shoes, gloves and tool holder belt.

interval. This is justified from the point of



The statutory auxiliary means or working
platforms fitted with handrails (collective

the surface to dry quickly.




strength and durability could be affected.



However, the use of other personal

view of surface quality, as the surface dye

protective equipment according to the site

is related to and influenced by the time that

guidelines

it remains isolated from the outside.

considered.

When stripping, persons must not be in the
vicinity

and

the

equipment

must

be

risk

assessment

may

be

7. HANDLING AND MAINTENANCE CONDITIONS
To keep components in good condition they must be properly stored.
The optimum storage conditions are:


Place parts of the same type and dimensions in elements designed
specifically for them (boxes, pallets, cases, etc.).



To prevent bucking the parts, straps must not be overtightened



Straps must be tight enough to prevent the parts from moving around.



Parts must be protected from excess strap pressure using protectors.



Parts must not receive blows during transport.

8. LEGAL AND REGULATORY REFERENCES FOR THE PREVENTION OF
OCCUPATIONAL (OHS) AND ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS
89/391/EEC Directive on Occupational Health and Safety
89/654/EEC Occupational Safety and Health in the Work Place
92/57/EEC Occupational Safety and Health on Building Sites
92/58/EEC Occupational Safety and Health Signage at Work
89/655/EEC, 95/63/EC, 2001/45/EC Using Work Equipment
89/656/EEC Using Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
90/269/EEC Handling of Loads Handbook
2002/44/EC Risks derived from Physical Agents (Vibration)
2003/10/EC Risks derived from Physical Agents (Noise)
UNE EN 13374. Provisional edge protection systems. Product specifications, test
methods.
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